Feast Watson Black Japan Floor Finish Satin on New Timber
Flooring [Interior]

AU_SW11248

Description
Feast Watson BLACK JAPAN FLOOR FINISH is an oil based interior floor finish which combines a traditional Black Japan stain with a professional clear
polyurethane for onestep ‘Black Japan look’ and durable protection. The semitransparent coating adds rich colour whilst allowing the grain pattern of timber
to remain visible.
Feast Watson SANDING SEALER levels rough surfaces to create flawless, mirror finish coatings. SANDING SEALER is a clear and quickly dries to a hard film
which fills open grain and marked timbers. SANDING SEALER can be dry sanded to create a super smooth finish with no grain pattern. Top-coat SANDING
SEALER with Feast Watson CLEAR VARNISH, WEATHERPROOF VARNISH or STAIN & VARNISH. It is also a perfect preparation to remove grain texture from
timber prior to French polishing or painting.

Substrate And Substrate Preparation
Substrate
Notes:

New, uncoated timber.
Comments:
Tannin Rich Timber
Tannins are water-soluble extractives present in some timbers such as meranti, merbau, kwila, western red cedar and tallowwood. These
tannins are leached out by water or moisture and can cause staining of surrounding areas. They are seen as dark coloured stains either
under or within a coating.
Naturally oily timber
Some timbers such as cypress, spotted gum, tallowwood, brush box, teak and yellow balau are naturally oily. These oils can slow down the
drying of a coating.
Old uncoated timber, which may be grey and weathered, and/or have dry rot, mould, fungus, grain cracking, staining, dirt or other surface
contamination. PREVIOUSLY OILED OR STAINED EXTERIOR TIMBER
Exterior timber that had been previously coated with either a penetrating oil or stain.
Not to be used on previously painted timber. Timber that has been previously coated with either a penetrating oil or stain, or with a film
forming coating such as a clear varnish or paint.

Substrate
Preparation
Notes:

Punch all nail heads approx. 3 mm below surface of timber.
Fill nail holes, cracks and other defects with a wood filler and allow to dry thoroughly.
Do not use linseed oil putty.
Sand in the direction of the grain and along the full length of the boards. Depending on the roughness of the timber, progress through the
grades of sandpaper, finishing with a final sand using no finer than 240 grit. Remove all sanding dust.

Coating System Summary
Primer:

AUDW0744: Feast Watson Sanding Sealer

1st Coat:

AU_DW01801: Feast Watson Black Japan Floor Finish Satin

2nd Coat:

AU_DW01801: Feast Watson Black Japan Floor Finish Satin

Optional:

AU_DW01801: Feast Watson Black Japan Floor Finish Satin

Please refer to the coating system details below
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Coating System
Coat Type:

Primer

Datasheet:

AUDW0744 Feast Watson Sanding Sealer

Application
Methods:
Air Spray Brush Roller
Min
Theoretical Spread Rate *
Wet Film Per Coat (microns)
Dry Film Per Coat (microns)
Recoat Time **
Coating
Application
Details:

6 hours

Max
10

Recommended
10
100
35

Indefinite

Apply SANDING SEALER using a brush, roller or spray gun.
If applying by spray, add 20% of mineral turpentine to thin product.
Allow to dry before sanding off all surface material with medium grade sand paper.
Apply 1-2 coats of SANDING SEALER depending on grain depth. Two or more coats may be required when applying by spray.
Thoroughly remove all dust from the surface prior to applying finish coats.
STAINING
Apply Feast Watson PROOFTINT stain after the final SANDING SEALER coat has been sanded, and prior to the application of top coats.
Top Coats
Finish by coating the surface with CLEAR VARNISH, WEATHERPROOF VARNISH or STAIN & VARNISH following the label instructions.

Coat Type:

1st Coat

Datasheet:

AU_DW01801 Feast Watson Black Japan Floor Finish Satin

Application
Methods:
Brush Roller Pad
Min
Theoretical Spread Rate *
Recoat Time **
Coating
Application
Details:

Max
12

Recommended

12 hours

Stir BLACK JAPAN FLOOR FINISH thoroughly before and during use with a flat blade stirrer, being careful not to introduce bubbles.
If using more than one can of the same colour to complete a job, combine both cans and stir thoroughly.
Test colour on an off-cut or inconspicuous area prior to coating the whole job to ensure satisfaction with colour choice.
Apply with a Feast Watson FLOOR FINISH APPLICATOR, brush or short nap mohair roller. Work along the whole length of 3 - 4 floorboards at
a time, maintaining a wet edge to prevent lap marks and lay off in the direction of the grain. Take care to not introduce bubbles.
This is a three coat flooring system. If the desired colour is achieved in less than three coats, complete the system with Feast Watson
FLOORCLEAR as per label instructions.
Stronger colour can be developed with further coats of BLACK JAPAN FLOOR FINISH.
Continue applying coats by the above procedure, sanding between coats, until the desired colour is achieved.
MAINTENANCE
Regularly clean using Feast Watson FLOORCLEAN.
Monitor the surface for signs of colour loss or surface defects. When floor requires an additional coat of BLACK JAPAN FLOOR
FINISH, apply as per the instructions for Previously Coated Surfaces.
THINNING
In hot temperatures thin with up to 100mls of mineral turpentine per litre to ease application and slow drying.
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Coat Type:

2nd Coat

Datasheet:

AU_DW01801 Feast Watson Black Japan Floor Finish Satin

Application
Methods:
Brush Roller Pad
Min
Theoretical Spread Rate *
Recoat Time **
Coating
Application
Details:

Max
12

Recommended

12 hours

Stir BLACK JAPAN FLOOR FINISH thoroughly before and during use with a flat blade stirrer, being careful not to introduce bubbles.
If using more than one can of the same colour to complete a job, combine both cans and stir thoroughly.
Test colour on an off-cut or inconspicuous area prior to coating the whole job to ensure satisfaction with colour choice.
Apply with a Feast Watson FLOOR FINISH APPLICATOR, brush or short nap mohair roller. Work along the whole length of 3 - 4 floorboards at
a time, maintaining a wet edge to prevent lap marks and lay off in the direction of the grain. Take care to not introduce bubbles.
This is a three coat flooring system. If the desired colour is achieved in less than three coats, complete the system with Feast Watson
FLOORCLEAR as per label instructions.
Stronger colour can be developed with further coats of BLACK JAPAN FLOOR FINISH.
Continue applying coats by the above procedure, sanding between coats, until the desired colour is achieved.
MAINTENANCE
Regularly clean using Feast Watson FLOORCLEAN.
Monitor the surface for signs of colour loss or surface defects. When floor requires an additional coat of BLACK JAPAN FLOOR
FINISH, apply as per the instructions for Previously Coated Surfaces.
THINNING
In hot temperatures thin with up to 100mls of mineral turpentine per litre to ease application and slow drying.

Coat Type:

Optional

Datasheet:

AU_DW01801 Feast Watson Black Japan Floor Finish Satin

Application
Methods:
Brush Roller Pad
Min
Theoretical Spread Rate *
Recoat Time **
Coating
Application
Details:

Max
12

Recommended

12 hours

Stir BLACK JAPAN FLOOR FINISH thoroughly before and during use with a flat blade stirrer, being careful not to introduce bubbles.
If using more than one can of the same colour to complete a job, combine both cans and stir thoroughly.
Test colour on an off-cut or inconspicuous area prior to coating the whole job to ensure satisfaction with colour choice.
Apply with a Feast Watson FLOOR FINISH APPLICATOR, brush or short nap mohair roller. Work along the whole length of 3 - 4 floorboards at
a time, maintaining a wet edge to prevent lap marks and lay off in the direction of the grain. Take care to not introduce bubbles.
This is a three coat flooring system. If the desired colour is achieved in less than three coats, complete the system with Feast Watson
FLOORCLEAR as per label instructions.
Stronger colour can be developed with further coats of BLACK JAPAN FLOOR FINISH.
Continue applying coats by the above procedure, sanding between coats, until the desired colour is achieved.
MAINTENANCE
Regularly clean using Feast Watson FLOORCLEAN.
Monitor the surface for signs of colour loss or surface defects. When floor requires an additional coat of BLACK JAPAN FLOOR
FINISH, apply as per the instructions for Previously Coated Surfaces.
THINNING
In hot temperatures thin with up to 100mls of mineral turpentine per litre to ease application and slow drying.

Coating
System
Notes:

* Practical Spreading Rate will vary from the quoted Theoretical Spreading Rate due to factors such as method and condition of application
and surface roughness.
** Recoat times are quotes for 25°c and 50% relative humidity, these may vary under different conditions.

Comments
Do not apply paint if Relative Humidity is above 85% or temperature is within 3°C of Dew Point.
Do not apply if the surface temperature is greater than 40°C or below 10°C, or likely to fall below 10°C during the application or drying period.
Do not apply paint if the temperature is below 10°C or likely to fall below 10°C during the drying period.
This is an abridged specification and must be read in conjunction with the FULL Dulux specification and product data sheet(s).
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Disclaimer
Dulux, Selleys and Other marks followed by ® are registered trademarks. Marks followed by the symbol of ™ are trademarks.
The data provided within the Duspec system is correct at the time of publication, however it is the responsibility of those using this information to check that it is current prior to
specifying or using any of these coating/product systems.
DISCLAIMER: Any advice, recommendation, information, assistance or service provided by any of the divisions of DuluxGroup (Australia) Pty Ltd or its related entities (collectively,
DuluxGroup) in relation to goods manufactured by it or their use and application is given in good faith and is believed by DuluxGroup to be appropriate and reliable. However, any advice,
recommendation, information, assistance or service provided by DuluxGroup is provided without liability or responsibility PROVIDED THAT the foregoing shall not exclude, limit, restrict
or modify the right entitlements and remedies conferred upon any person or the liabilities imposed upon DuluxGroup by any condition or warranty implied by Commonwealth, State or
Territory Act or ordinance void or prohibiting such exclusion limitation or modification. Coating/product systems can be expected to perform as indicated on the Duspec Spec Sheet so
long as applications and application procedures of the individual products are followed as recommended on the appropriate Product data Sheet. "DuluxGroup" "Dulux" "Selleys" "Berger"
"Berger Gold Label" "Hadrian" "Walpamur" "Levene" "Acratex" and Other marks followed by ® are registered trademarks of DuluxGroup (Australia) Pty Ltd ABN 67 000 049 427. Marks
followed by the symbol ™ are trademarks.
Please note that this document is only valid for 60 days from the date of issue.
DuluxGroup (Australia) Pty Ltd 1956 Dandenong Road, Clayton, Victoria 3168 AU ABN 67 000 049 427
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